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Abstract: Caves provide critical roosting habitats for bats globally, but are increasingly disturbed or
destroyed by human activities such as tourism and extractive industries. In addition to degrading the
habitats of cave-roosting bats, such activities often promote contact between humans and bats, which
may have potential impacts on human health. Cave-roosting bats are hosts to diverse viruses, some
of which emerged in humans with severe consequences (e.g., severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus and Marburg virus). Characterizing patterns of viral richness and sharing among bat
species are therefore important first steps for understanding bat-virus dynamics and mitigating
future bat-human spillover. Here we compile a database of bat-virus associations and bat species
ecological traits, and investigate the importance of roosting behavior as a determinant of viral
richness and viral sharing among bat species. We show that cave-roosting species do not host greater
viral richness, when accounting for publication bias, diet, body mass, and geographic range size.
Our global analyses, however, show that cave-roosting bats do exhibit a greater likelihood of viral
sharing, especially those documented in the literature as co-roosting in the same cave. We highlight
the importance of caves as critical foci for bat conservation, as well as ideal sites for longitudinal
surveillance of bat-virus dynamics.

Keywords: Chiroptera; caves; roosting behavior; viruses; ecological traits; virus-host associations;
zoonosis

1. Introduction

1.1. Caves as Critical Habitat for Bats Globally

Caves represent critical roosting sites for bats on all continents, except Antarctica [1].
Caves provide permanent roosts with stable microclimatic conditions optimal for rearing young and
as winter hibernacula. In addition, caves provide shelter from inclement weather and predators [2].
As a result, caves house some of the largest aggregations of bats in the world [3]. For example, Monfort
Cave in the Philippines houses a colony of frugivorous bats (Rousettus amplexicaudatus) estimated at
2 million individuals with a roosting density of 452.3 individuals/m2 [4], while Bracken Cave in the
United States is occupied by roughly 20 million insectivorous bats (Tadarida braziliensis) [5]. Caves are
often structurally complex (e.g., passageways, cracks and crevices, chambers), providing a range of
roosting opportunities that can accommodate species-specific preferences and support aggregations of
a high diversity of cave-roosting species [6]. Particularly in the tropics, caves have been reported to
house bats of more than 10 species [3,7,8]. Consequently, in many countries, a significant proportion of
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native bats depend on caves as roost sites. For example, roughly 80% of all bat species in Puerto Rico
roost in caves [9], while 101 of 131 (77%) bat species in China depend on caves as roosts [10].

1.2. Viral Diversity in Cave- and Non-Cave-Roosting Bats

All mammals harbor viruses, but viral richness is not uniform among species or mammalian
orders. Bats, rodents, primates, and two ungulate orders are each host to an overall greater total number
of viruses per species as compared to other mammalian orders, after controlling for research effort and
other species-specific factors [11]. However, bats have the greatest proportion of zoonotic viruses (i.e.,
viruses that can infect animals and humans) per species as compared to other mammalian orders [11],
potentially due to their unique life-history traits or innate immune system [12,13]. Within the order
Chiroptera, several studies have examined the ecological and life-history traits associated with viral
richness per species [11,14–18]. Ecological traits known to increase viral richness in bats include
large geographic range size and high number of sympatric species. High levels of population genetic
structure, large colony size, low conservation threat level, heavier host body mass, and dietary breadth
are some of the chiropteran life-history traits that have been associated with high pathogen richness.
Luis et al. [14] included propensity to roost in caves as an explanatory variable for viral sharing
among a subset of 52 bat species, but roosting behavior otherwise has not been explicitly tested as a
determinant of viral richness or viral sharing.

Cave-roosting bat species are specifically known to be reservoirs for several zoonotic viruses
including severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) coronavirus and Marburg virus [19,20], as well as
host to novel viruses closely related to Ebolavirus [21,22]. Specific clades of viruses are often primarily
associated with closely related bat taxa; for example, the SARS coronaviruses are primarily found in the
genus Rhinolophus, which includes a number of cave-roosting species [23,24]. Other viral groups appear
to be shared more widely across bat taxa with varying ecological and life-history traits, particularly
generalist viruses such as lyssaviruses and mosquito-borne flaviviruses [25].

1.3. Disease Ecology and Unique Traits of Cave-Roosting Bat Species

Several traits unique to cave-roosting species may help in maintaining a greater pool of viruses
(greater viral richness) and/or help facilitate viral sharing among species. Close contact between
conspecific individuals roosting in confined caves could facilitate sustained viral maintenance and
potentially greater viral richness, though there are conflicting findings in the literature about the
importance of gregariousness in bat-virus dynamics [14,16]. Dense maternity colonies in caves
could enhance intraspecific transmission. Synchronous and seasonal breeding in high-density bat
colonies introduces a pulse of susceptible individuals (i.e., offspring) that could increase rates of viral
transmission and circulation, with a peak typically 3–6 months after birth, when maternal antibodies
have waned [26,27]. Diverse bat assemblages found co-roosting in caves will also likely promote viral
circulation and maintenance between bats of different species that typically would not interact while
foraging, or otherwise, outside of the roost. Interspecific contact between individuals in caves could
also facilitate host switching of viruses between bat species. Successful viral establishment in a novel
(previously uninfected) species, however, depends in part on other behavioral factors and on the
phylogenetic relatedness of species [11,28].

Just as caves provide stable microclimatic conditions and shelter to bats, they may provide
optimal environments that promote viral persistence outside the host. Caves typically maintain
consistent temperature and humidity profiles and lack ultraviolet radiation, all of which are important
environmental factors influencing viral decay [29,30]. These abiotic factors, in part, contribute to the
long-term persistence of the fungal pathogen Pseudogymnoascus destructans, the causative agent of white
nose syndrome in bat colonies across North America, and potentially other human pathogenic bacteria
in caves [31,32]. The role of cave environments on viral survival needs further investigation through
both environmental sampling and experimental studies. Recent detection of Group C Betacoronavirus
RNA in bat guano from cave floors in Thailand, however, demonstrates the potential for indirect viral
transmission in caves [33].
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1.4. Human-Cave Bat Interactions

Nearly half of all bat species that use caves as roosts are threatened or endangered [15].
This highlights the increasing pressure that cave ecosystems, and cave-roosting bats, are under
from a multitude of human disturbances. Anthropogenic stressors could also lead to an increase
in viral shedding in bat populations, thus making human-bat interactions more hazardous [15].
Increasing evidence supports the assumption that habitat quality and bat health are inherently
linked. For example, in paleotropical forests with intense logging and fragmentation, bats with poor
body conditions were more likely to shed astroviruses in feces [34]. Seltmann et al. [34] speculated
that increased susceptibility of individuals to acquire and shed viruses may have resulted from
stress-induced immunosuppression.

Human visitation to caves for tourism, religious ceremonies, bat hunting, quarrying of limestone
and phosphate, and harvesting other biological resources in caves can potentiate interactions between
humans and cave-roosting bats. Quarrying poses the greatest threat to cave-roosting bats, resulting in
the direct and irreversible loss of permanent roost sites [35,36]. Species loss is magnified further by
overexploitation through unregulated hunting for human consumption as well as purported traditional
Chinese remedies (e.g., asthma) [37]. Frequent and regular visits by tourists in caves has been shown to
increase carbon dioxide levels and alter temperature and humidity profiles in cave chambers, causing
bats to abandon roosts [38]. Extraction of biological resources in caves, particularly the harvesting of
bat guano for fertilizer, cave swiftlet nests for bird’s nest soup, and mineral formations for souvenirs
(e.g., stalactites), often disturbs roosting bats [8,35,36]. These activities typically put local workers
in frequent contact with bat excreta, providing opportunities for exposure to viruses that may be
shed in feces, urine, or saliva. For example, Marburg virus spillover from cave-roosting bats has
been linked to gold mining [39,40] and tourism [41] in caves from Democratic Republic of Congo
and Uganda. In addition, destruction of foraging sites surrounding caves can serve as an additional
stressor to cave-roosting bats that may promote susceptibility to infection. Urban and agricultural
expansion, in addition to commercial logging, often results in extensive deterioration and destruction
of forested habitats that serve as critical foraging sites for cave-roosting bats [4,36]. Collectively, such
threats represent inescapable stressors to bats that may also increase the susceptibility of individual
bats to viral infections, promote contact between cave-roosting bats and humans, and/or provide
opportunities for viral spillover.

1.5. Study Objectives

Cave-roosting bat species comprise a significant proportion of global bat diversity, yet are under
increasing anthropogenic pressure that could lead to future viral spillover events. Given these two
critical issues, our primary study objective is to aggregate existing data and develop comparative
analyses to better understand patterns of viral richness and viral sharing within cave-roosting bat
species and between cave- and non-cave-roosting bat species. Specifically, we aim to determine the
relative importance of roosting behavior on both viral richness within and viral sharing among bat
species. We address the following three questions: (1) Is cave-roosting behavior a driver of viral
richness when considered together with a suite of other ecological and life-history traits? (2) What
factors are the most important determinants of viral sharing between bat species? (3) Is there greater
viral sharing between co-roosting species than species without documented co-roosting behavior
in caves?

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Database of Viral Associations and Host Traits

We compiled a database of 595 virus-host associations for 114 viral species and 205 bat species.
Virus names were synonymized to the International Committee on the Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV)
2016 version 1 [42], and only viruses assigned a species name were included in our database. Bat species
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were synonymized according to the International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural
Resources (IUCN) Red List of Threatened Species version 2017–1 [43]. A majority of the associations
(n = 509) were collected from a recently published mammalian virus database [11], with additional
associations added from an updated literature search from this study (n = 49), as well as publicly
available host-virus associations from the PREDICT global surveillance program (2009–2014, n = 37),
for virus and host species that met our above taxonomic criteria (Supplementary Table S1 and
Item S1) [44]. We also analyzed a subset of the data limited to viral detection obtained through PCR
or virus isolation—a ‘stringent’ database excluding serological (antibody and antigen) detection—to
control for potential biases from cross-reactivity of related viruses. The stringent database includes
153 bat species, 82 viruses, and 277 virus-host associations. Viral richness, defined as the number of
ICTV—recognized viruses detected in each bat species, was calculated separately for the main and
stringent databases. To determine roosting behavior for each bat species, we performed a literature
search using keywords in Web of Science and Google Scholar. Literature searches included each species
binomial plus recent taxonomic synonyms AND “roost”. Additional literature sources to categorize
roosting behavior were found in the reference section of publications obtained from the initial literature
search. Roosting behavior was categorized as obligate cave-roosting if a species was documented to
exclusively use caves as roost sites, facultative cave-roosting when a species roosts in caves as well
as other roost sites (e.g., hollow trees, abandoned buildings, termite nests), or non-cave-roosting if a
species has not been recorded to roost in caves (Supplementary Item S2).

We collected additional host life-history and ecological traits that may be important for explaining
observed viral richness. Host taxonomy, threat status, diet (i.e., frugivore, insectivore, or other), and
spatial range information were extracted from IUCN [43]. From the IUCN spatial shapefiles, we
calculated geographic range size (log10 km2) and sympatric viral host species (i.e., count of bat species
in both main and stringent virus databases that have overlapping spatial ranges) with the rgeos package
in R. Species body mass was extracted from PanTHERIA [45]. As more closely related species will
have similar body mass due to shared evolutionary history, we controlled for this by calculating the
residuals from a phylogenetic eigenvector regression (PVR) on body mass [46,47]. As described in
Olival et al. [11], we calculated PVR for body mass using the R package PVR and a pruned mammalian
supertree that only included bat species in our viral database [48,49]. Artibeus planirostris was manually
inserted in the tree next to Artibeus jamaicensis per Simmons [50]. To plot viral richness from our
main database and roosting behavior onto the phylogeny, the picante R package was used. To address
research bias among bat species, we extracted the total publication count for each species (and known
synonyms) from PubMed using the rentrez R package. The zoonotic status of viruses followed
Olival et al. [11], but was updated through literature searches of viral binomial AND (“case” OR
“human”) using Google Scholar and PubMed.

With 205 bat species in our main database, there are 20,910 unique species-pairs with the potential
for viral sharing and 11,628 unique species-pairs for the 153 bat species in our stringent database.
Here, we define viral sharing as the dual detection of a virus in two bat species. We created several
shared traits per species-pair to test their relationship with viral sharing. During literature searches to
categorize roosting behavior, if two or more species were documented as roosting in the same cave,
we noted them as co-roosting species (see Supplementary Table S3). For the 201 species with IUCN
range information, we calculated spatial and sympatric species overlap between each species-pair
as proxies for potential interspecific contact. To do this, we calculated square kilometers of overlap
between each species-pair from their IUCN spatial file using gIntersection function in the rgeos R
package. Sympatric species overlap was calculated as the number of hosts in our database whose range
intersects with both species of the pair. From our host traits, we determined a binary cave-roosting
behavior trait: “Yes” if both species were obligate or facultative cave-roosting and “No” if only one
or neither species were obligate or facultative cave-roosting. Similarly, a shared diet binary trait was
determined: “Yes” if both species had the same dietary niche (e.g., both frugivores) or “No” if they
had different diets (e.g., one a frugivore and one an insectivore). To account for research bias in dual
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virus detection in the species-pair, the minimum publication count from the two species was used as
described in Gómez et al. [51].

2.2. Viral Richness and Sharing Analyses

General linear models (GLMs) were used to identify significant predictors of viral richness
and viral sharing for species in both our main and stringent databases. Variables for the viral
richness models included roosting behavior and diet as categorical predictors, and range size,
phylogenetically-corrected mass, research effort (i.e., publication count), and the number of sympatric
species as continuous covariates (Supplementary Table S2). As range size and sympatric species
were highly correlated (p < 0.001, r = 0.60), these collinear variables were alternated in our model
selection. Only eleven species (5%) were obligate cave-roosting, so the obligate and facultative
categories were merged to create binary roosting behavior variable of “caving” or “noncaving”.
Covariates were normalized to account for scaling differences, while research effort and range size
were log10-transformed. For viral richness, we calculated count data of viruses per species and used a
Poisson distribution. For best viral richness GLMs, we confirmed variable significance while controlling
for phylogenetic signal by including host family as a random effect (Supplementary Table S4).

Variables included in our GLMs to assess viral sharing included roosting behavior (cave- or
non-cave-roosting), documentation of co-roosting from the literature, and shared diet as binary
predictors, and phylogenetic relatedness, research effort (i.e., minimum number of publications for
each species pair), and spatial overlap (km2) as continuous covariates (Supplementary Table S3).
To calculate phylogenetic relatedness between bat species, we used the cophenetic function in the R
package ape to calculate branch distance between each species pair on a version of the mammalian
supertree pruned to only include the species in our database [49]. Covariates were normalized to
account for scaling differences. Numeric variables publication count, phylogenetic distance, and range
overlap size were log10-transformed, as above. Viral sharing was calculated as a binomial distribution:
detection of at least one virus in both species (1) or no virus detected in both species (0).

For both the viral richness and viral sharing models, we started with a model that included only
roosting behavior (cave- vs. non-cave-roosting) and research effort. We then performed additional
model runs based on a priori ecological and life-history hypotheses and used Akaike Information
Criterion (AIC) values to select the best model (Supplementary Tables S4 and S5). All analyses were
tested on the main database as well as our stringent database. For the viral sharing model, we also used
a database limited to species with literature verified co-roosting, meaning they co-roost with at least
one other species in our main database (n = 74 hosts, n = 2701 species-pairs). Coefficient plots were
visualized using the arm package in R. Using the igraph package in R, we constructed a bipartite network
to visualize host-virus associations among cave- and non-cave-roosting bat species. We additionally
forced a unipartite host network and calculated network-level metrics (components and modularity)
to describe viral sharing among bat hosts.

3. Results

3.1. Database Summary and Descriptive Statistics

Our database contains 205 bat species associated with at least one virus from 12 taxonomic families.
Only 5 of the 12 bat families (38%) contain both cave- and non-cave-roosting species (Emballonuridae,
Molossidae, Phyllostomidae, Pteropodidae, Vespertilionidae). The other 7 families are comprised
of only cave-roosting species (Hipposideridae, Megadermatidae, Miniopteridae, Mormoopidae,
Natalidae, Nycteridae, Rhinolophidae). Cave-roosting species make up the majority (71%, 146 of
205 species) of species in our viral host database. The global distribution of cave-roosting species with
viral information was distinct from the non-cave-roosting species, with greater richness of cave-roosting
species at northern latitudes and in Southeast Asia and China (Figure 1). Based on PubMed article
counts, bats of cave-roosting species (mean = 26.7 articles) have been studied more extensively than
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non-cave-roosting species (mean = 9.2 articles; t = 3.3921, df = 191.79, p < 0.001). Twenty-six species had
no search results for their scientific name in PubMed. Bats of three species have been more extensively
studied (>300 articles for each) than bats of all other species: Eptesicus fuscus, Myotis lucifugus, and
Desmodus rotundus.

Figure 1. Host distribution maps for bat species in the viral database for (a) cave-roosting bats (n = 142)
and (b) non-cave-roosting bats (n = 59). Bat species richness, regardless of roosting behavior, is highest
in South and Central America, but richness of cave-roosting species is also high in Southeast Asia,
western North America, and southern Europe. Four bat species in our database without IUCN spatial
files are not included in this figure or our geographic trait analyses.

The most represented bat genera in our database were Myotis (n = 25 species), Rhinolophus (n = 16,
all cave-roosting), Pteropus (n = 12, all non-cave-roosting), and Hipposideros (n = 12, Figure 2). Species in
the genus Pteropus are important natural reservoirs for Nipah [52] and Hendra [53] viruses, and the
only genus listed above without represented species using caves as roost sites. Some important
viral genera are exclusive to the bat genera Rhinolophus, Hipposideros, Miniopterus, Natalus, and
Pipistrellus, which are largely comprised of cave-roosting species, while other viral genera are exclusive
to bats of non-cave-roosting genera Pteropus and Cynomops or Artibeus, Eptesicus, Lasiurus, and Myotis,
which include both cave- and non-cave-roosting species. Each bat species was observed to host
on average 2.90 unique viruses (including serological detections) and 1.35 viruses (using stringent
detections only). Fifty-three bat species have only had serological viral detection (35 cave-roosting
and 18 non-cave-roosting species). Eidolon helvum and Artibeus lituratus had the highest observed viral
richness (n = 18 viruses), while Rousettus aegyptiacus had the greatest number of viruses confirmed via
PCR and viral isolation (n = 9). Observed viral richness per species did not significantly differ between
cave-roosting bats and non-cave-roosting bats (t = 0.89, df = 120.57, p = 0.38), but this does not account
for research effort or other explanatory variables (see GLM results below).
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Figure 2. Host phylogeny pruned from the mammalian supertree of (a) bat species included in our
database (n = 205), and insets shown for the genera: (b) Myotis, (c) Rhinolophus, and (d) Pteropus.
Facultative cave-roosting bat species in light green, obligate cave-roosting species in dark green, and
non-cave-roosting species in grey. A pie chart showcasing the proportion of viruses detected in each
species via serology (white) or nucleic acid (blue) is next to each species.
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Nineteen viral families have been detected in bats, with the flaviviruses, rhabdoviruses, and
coronaviruses exhibiting the greatest viral richness, with 26, 19, and 13 viral species respectively.
On average, each virus has 5.22 hosts and 2.42 stringent hosts. Out of the 82 stringently detected
viruses, 39 have been detected via PCR in only a single host species. Half of the bat-borne viruses
(52%, 59 of 114 viruses) are zoonotic, detected in humans either serologically or through nucleic acid
detection. Certain viruses have been exclusively detected (via serologic or nucleic acid methods) in
cave-roosting bats, notably European bat lyssavirus 1 (n = 14 hosts), Issyk-Kul virus (n = 13), and
SARS coronavirus (n = 8). Other well-known pathogens, however, have been detected in both cave-
and non-cave-roosting species: rabies virus (24 non-cave- and 59 cave-roosting species), yellow fever
virus (4 non-cave- and 10 cave-roosting species), and West Nile virus (5 non-cave and 9 cave-roosting
species) (Figure 3). Zoonotic viruses have a greater number of bat hosts (mean = 7.85 species) than
non-zoonotic viruses (mean = 2.4 species; t = −3.46, df = 63.92, p < 0.001).
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n = 82 species). Connected by 277 associations. Cave-roosting bats are shown in green (facultative,
n = 102) and blue (obligate, n = 10), while non-cave-roosting species are shown in yellow. Viral
abbreviations are listed with ICTV species name in Supplementary Table S1.

3.2. Viral Richness Analysis

The GLM for viral richness per bat species that best fit our main and stringent databases included
per-species measures of research effort, phylogenetically-corrected mass, count of sympatric species,
and roosting behavior (Supplementary Tables S2 and S4). In both sets of models, the research effort
had the only significantly positive effect, while a non-frugivorous diet was the only variable with a
significantly negative effect on viral richness. Phylogenetically-corrected mass, spatial variables (range
size and count of sympatric viral host species), and roosting behavior did not have significant effects
on the model. Threat status was not included in our analyses as only seven species included in our
database (3%) were listed as vulnerable or endangered.

3.3. Viral Sharing Analysis

Every bat species in our database shares at least one virus with another species. On average,
each bat species shares at least one virus with 31.38 other species in our main database or 22.16
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other species when limiting to the stringently detected viruses (Figure 3). When we exclude rabies
virus, viral sharing decreases to each bat species sharing at least one virus with 16.10 other species
in our main database or 7.92 other species when limiting to the stringent database. This is exhibited
by the connectivity of bat species in our forced unipartite network, as hosts are highly connected
through viruses (Q = 0.27) and even more so for stringently detected viruses (Q = 0.21), and rabies
as the most central (measured by eigenvector centrality) virus connected to the greatest number of
hosts (n = 61; Figure 3). Out of the 19,900 species-pairs with spatial overlap information, 4563 (23%)
species-pair exhibit spatial overlap. On average, each species has an overlapping geographic range
with 46 ± 23 other bat species with known viral associations. Fifty-two percent of species share their
dietary niche, 7% are both frugivores and 43% are both insectivores. Shared roosting behavior was
exhibited by 59% of species-pairs, specifically 50% of species-pairs both roost in caves, while 9% are
both non-cave-roosting species. Sixty-two percent of species-pairs are phylogenetically divergent,
with branch distances ≥100 from the mammalian supertree. Roosting behavior was not a significant
variable in the best-fit GLM for viral sharing among species in the main database. Our best-fit GLM for
viral sharing among bat species in our stringent database included per-pair measures of research effort,
phylogenetic distance, spatial overlap, shared diet, and roosting behavior (Figure 4a, Supplementary
Table S5). For stringent bat species-pairs, each variable had a significantly positive effect except shared
diet, which was not significant.
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Figure 4. Coefficient plot for the best viral sharing generalized linear models for shared stringent
viruses (Y/N) between (a) all bat species-pairs (n = 7864) and (b) co-roosting bat species-pairs (n = 1378).
Each model includes publication count, phylogenetic distance, shared roosting behavior, and shared
dietary niche. Spatial overlap is the best predictor for all species, while number of sympatric viral hosts
performed better in the co-roosting species subset. All variables are significant.

Seventy-four bat species in our database have literature-documented co-roosting behavior with
other viral hosts in the literature, with 181 documented co-roosting pairs (7% of the species-pairs
with co-roosting information). Based on our extensive literature review, on average, each species
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co-roosts with 4.89 other bat species, with a range of one to fifteen species. Natalus stramineus exhibited
the greatest co-roosting behavior, with documented roost sharing in caves with fifteen other species.
Our best-fit model for both the main and stringent databases for the subset of co-roosting species
included reporting effort along with life-history and geographic traits. The best predictor for stringent
viral sharing between two co-roosting species is number of bat species with an overlapping range,
followed by documented co-roosting behavior, phylogenetic distance, publication count, and shared
diet (Supplementary Table S5).

4. Discussion

4.1. Current State of Knowledge and Data Gaps

We compiled a comprehensive list of viruses that have been detected in bats globally, and used
these data to specifically test the role that roosting behavior may play as a determinant of viral richness
and viral sharing in bats. We found that most species in our database are cave-roosting, including
obligate and facultative cave-roosting bat species. This partially reflects that many bat species exhibit
a propensity to roost in caves, but also demonstrates important biases in our knowledge of roosting
behavior to date. Many species that are foliage- and tree-roosting are very difficult to capture and
observe (e.g., highly migratory hoary bats in North America) [54]. Often special trapping methods
(e.g., canopy nets used in tall, vertical forest communities) are needed to adequately sample the full
diversity of bats in a community [55]. Our database suggests a strong bias in viral sampling of bats at
caves, where they are easier to capture and can be reliably located and sampled. Moreover, we only
have documented viral associations (i.e., ICTV-named viruses) for 205 species globally, representing
roughly 16% of the documented 1300 species in the order Chiroptera [56]. Additional data from bat
species sampled across more diverse roost types may lead to a different picture on the role of roosting
behavior and roosting substrate on viral richness and sharing.

4.2. Viral Richness Within Bat Species

When we control for research bias and other species-specific traits in our multivariate model,
we found that roosting behavior (i.e., whether or not a species roosts in caves) was not a significant
predictor of viral richness for the 205 bat species included in our analysis. This disagrees with the
one other analysis of roosting behavior and viral richness [14]; however, this study was limited to
52 bat species with roosting behavior information. Our findings support previously published work,
indicating that diet was an important life-history trait for viral richness [18,57]. Frugivorous bats host
more viruses than other dietary guilds. Phylogenetically-corrected mass and spatial factors such as
geographic range size and number of sympatric bat species, were surprisingly not significant predictors
of viral richness in our study, as they had been previously identified as an important variable in other
species-level analyses of viral richness [11,18,58].

Dietary niche and feeding behaviors may contribute to a bat’s exposure to and spread of viral
pathogens. Frugivorous bats have been known to transmit henipaviruses via their urine, feces, and
saliva in “drip zones” around fruiting trees [27]. While these infected foraging areas have been
important for Nipah virus spillover into pigs and Hendra virus spillover into horses, the role of
contaminated food in viral transmission among bats is less clear. The environmental and agricultural
benefits of frugivorous bats, conversely, are well documented. Frugivorous cave-roosting bats are
instrumental in the formation, regeneration, and maintenance of tropical forests, due to their seed
dispersal capabilities [59]. For instance, lesser dawn bats (Eonycteris spelaea), an obligate cave-roosting
species, are the primary pollinators of durian and petai [60,61], which generate revenues in southern
Thailand that exceed $137 million annually [62]. These positive ecological and economic benefits must
be considered in any discussion regarding the ecosystem services (i.e., pollination, insect control) or
disservices (i.e., as disease reservoirs) that cave-roosting bats provide.
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4.3. Viral Sharing Among Bat Species

Viral sharing among bats is common: half of the bat-associated viruses in our database (52%) have
infected multiple bat species, demonstrating evidence for viral host shifts among species. The most
shared virus is, unsurprisingly, rabies—a mammalian generalist virus hosted and detected in 61 of the
205 (30%) bat species in our database. Out of the 15 viruses in our database with the greatest number
of bat host species, only two have not yet been detected in human populations: Lagos bat virus (n = 6
bat species) and Miniopterus bat coronavirus 1 (n = 5 bat species). For most known human viruses,
there is a research effort bias that has led to the identification of a broader range of host species. Rabies
in particular has received targeted surveillance due to its long history as a severe, and often fatal,
viral infection in humans and dogs. Additionally, several of the viruses that would be categorized
as specialist viruses in our database (only viral nucleic acid detection found in one bat species) are
actually hosted by species in other vertebrate taxa, including Aves (birds; e.g., West Nile and Newcastle
disease viruses) or Primates (e.g., Bocavirus 1 and 2). The inter-order host range of these viruses may
be a key factor in their ability to infect, and be pathogenic, in humans, but further research is needed.

We found that sharing of viruses is more likely between cave-roosting (vs. non-cave roosting)
species, though the greatest predictor of viral sharing is degree of spatial overlap between a species-pair.
Co-roosting, however, consistently was the greatest predictor of viral sharing for both our main and
our stringent databases. For models in which we included co-roosting behavior, phylogenetic distance
between bat hosts had a significantly positive effect (only for stringent viral sharing), and shared diet
was significantly negative. These findings differ from previous studies in bats [28], and also trends
found more broadly across mammals [11]. This may be due to co-roosting bat species often being from
divergent taxonomic groups or dietary niches. Thus, ecological opportunity and direct contact, rather
than shared life-history traits like diet and phylogeny, are key to viral sharing between species.

The barriers to viral sharing among species are poorly understood. While some viruses have been
detected in bats of phylogenetically distinct clades [63], others groups of viruses are thought to have
closely evolved with a single species. New evolutionary analyses of herpesviruses, however, have
recently demonstrated that these historic lineages may be comprised of more frequent host-switching
events than previously thought [64]. Also, while some viruses are hosted by multiple species, specific
strains of a viral species may be constrained to bats of a single species or phylogenetically related
hosts [28]. Viral sharing among a diverse range of host taxa, as we have identified here among
divergent cave-sharing bat species, is a known driver of zoonotic spillover [11,65], potentially due to
adaption to multiple host cell receptors [66].

4.4. Caveats and Future Directions

Further work to determine and understand the virome of bats and expand the list of known
host-virus associations will continue to shed light on the geographic, functional, and temporal
dynamics of viral infection across multiple bat species [67], as well as identify spatial gaps in viral
surveillance. Standardized field surveillance in targeted sites are beginning to fill these gaps [23].
Our calculated spatial variables rely on an assumption that viral distribution extends across a species’
entire geographic range [11,68], although pathogen distribution is likely more constrained to certain
bat populations or habitat fragments. Host traits not assessed in this study, but may contribute to viral
richness, include level of migration, gregariousness, and cave type [14]. Caves can vary greatly in
size and microclimatic profiles, which may influence viral persistence and viral sharing among bat
species communities within certain cave environments. For our analyses, we used a categorical host
trait to describe roosting behavior, either cave-roosting (obligate or facultative) and non-cave-roosting.
Finer scale criteria of the permanence, temperature, or accessibility of roost site may be important for
pathogen persistence in the environment [69]. Exclusion of these additional factors was largely due
to incomplete and scattered literature that would have greatly reduced the number of host species
with complete data. As virus discovery becomes less time and cost intensive [70,71], these host-virus
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associations need to be continuously compiled into interpretable database in conjunction with adequate
host ecological and life-history traits.

As the viral communities of cave-roosting bats have only been partially characterized, much
remains unknown about the risk of viral spillover from cave ecosystems. However, what is known is
that the risk of pathogen spillover to humans from any wildlife species is driven by anthropogenic
disturbance and increased contact rates, along with host-specific factors like phylogenetic relatedness
to humans [11,72]. Tragically, cave-roosting bats are under pressure from a multitude of human
threats at roosting sites, and this contact not only stresses the bats, but also introduces opportunity
for zoonotic spillover. While rare, virus spillover from cave-roosting bats to humans in caves have
occurred. For example, Marburg virus fatally spilled over from cave-roosting bats into workers at the
Kitaka Mine and tourists at the Python Cave in Uganda [26,73].

Our analysis shows that cave-roosting behavior is an important driver of viral sharing in bats.
This finding alone suggests that more in-depth and longitudinal surveillance efforts aimed at
cave-roosting bat species will be valuable to better understand the ecological mechanisms that
promote viral sharing. Caves are ideal sites for viral surveillance as compared to other field sites,
due to consistent bat populations, predictable exiting times, and ample bat guano for non-invasive
sampling. As viral surveillance in cave-roosting species expands in the future, we must be conscious
to utilized non-lethal sampling methods and minimize habitat disturbance to these vulnerable and
ecologically important species, while simultaneously finding ways to assess and mitigate the risk of
zoonotic spillover.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/1424-2818/9/3/35/s1, Item S1:
Virus References, Item S2: Roosting Behavior References, Table S1: Bat-Virus Associations, Table S2: Host Traits,
Table S3: Species-Pair Traits, Table S4: Viral Richness GLM summaries, Table S5: Viral Sharing GLM summaries.
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